For Pepperdine students, I will collect your homework via Courses/Sakai assignments and will be returning the graded pdf in the Drop Box feature.

1. For each file you wish to hand in (.hpp or .cpp), first duplicate it on your local machine.

2. Change the name of the duplicate file by prepending your two-digit assigned number to the original name. For Assignment 3, you are handing in eight files. So, if your two-digit assigned number were 99, you would duplicate the files and change the names of the duplicated files as follows:

   99ShapeMain.cpp  
   99Circle.cpp  
   99Line.cpp  
   99MysteryShape.hpp  
   99MysteryShape.cpp  
   99NullShape.cpp  
   99Rectangle.cpp  
   99RightTriangle.cpp

3. Login to CoSc 320.01 on Courses/Sakai. Hand in each of these duplicated files with the modified names as attachments in Assignment 1.